
Eglinton Primary School  
Customer Eglinton Primary School and Early Years Centre 

Location South East London 

Requirement HD CCTV System to upgrade the school’s security provision and allow its security 
team to make full use of the system both within the school and remotely. 

 
Solution 

 
Avigilon H4A & SL Cameras 
Avigilon Server 
Avigilon Workstation, Avigilon Control Centre Video Management Software 

 
Services 

 
Design, installation, configuration and ongoing support and maintenance 
 

Customer’s 
View 

“We can see the whole school site from one screen, we know what has triggered 
alarms and we can go back to check on incidents should we need to. Being able to 
access the system from anywhere has also made life much simpler as not 
everything out of hours requires a visit to the school anymore.” Faustina Challans, 
Business Manager, Eglinton Primary School 
 

  

  

 

‘HD CCTV system has made the school site 
much more secure’ 

Eglinton is a unique two form Primary School and Early 
Years Centre for children aged two to eleven. They are a 
welcoming, inclusive and a culturally diverse community. 
They build positive, long lasting relationships and provide 
continual care, advice and support for our families. 
Supporting each individual; providing a safe and inspiring 
learning community for all. 

Faustina Challans, Business Manager at Eglinton Primary 
contacted Ecl-ips after seeing an advert in the 
Headteachers Update magazine.  The brief from the first 
conversation  Ecl-ips had with Faustina was the school 
needed High Resolution CCTV Cameras to cover various 
parts of the school.   

 

Ecl-ips is an established security installer who specialise in IP security systems and have worked with many 

organisations of all sizes with regards to their security and safeguarding requirements.  Ecl-ips are an 

authorised Avigilon partner and were able to work with Eglinton Primary School to help find a suitable  

solution.   

 

 
 



 
 
 
 

After the initial meeting with Peter Smith, Premises 
Officer at Eglinton, it was clear that a High 
Resolution CCTV system was required to provide 
monitoring in areas of the existing school site. The 
cameras needed to provide good quality and 

detailed images to enable identification of people within the site. All areas of the school needed to be 
monitored with particular attention to the main entrances, playground entrances, site managers house and 
the mini bus parking area. 
 
 
 
 
 “We can see the whole school site from one screen, we know what has 
triggered alarms and we can go back to check on incidents should we 
need to. Being able to access the system from anywhere has also made 
life much simpler as not everything out of hours requires a visit to the 
school anymore.” Faustina Challans, Business Manager, Eglinton 
Primary School 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Having met with Faustina Challans, from Eglinton Primary 
School, we were able to understand the issues that Eglinton 
faced and what they were trying to achieve from their 
surveillance system, which was to primarily improve security 
around the school site and also to safeguard the staff and pupils.  
“The system is very useful asset for any school or entity to have. 
Safeguarding, safety and security is covered. The presence of 
CCTV is serving as a deterrent.” Faustina Challans. 

 
 
 “Our buying journey was very well managed by Ecl-ips with professional and pleasant staff, we wouldn’t 
hesitate in recommending Ecl-ips.”  Faustina Challans, Business Manager  
 
 
 

 

 
Result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The High Resolution CCTV system provides monitoring in areas of the existing school 
site. The images are detailed enough to enable identification of people.  “Very soon 
after installation there was an incident on the school ground, the ease of retrieval, 
quality and detail of the images has provided us with excellent footage to be able to 
resolve the incident in no time at all.”  Faustina Challans, Business Manager 
  

Benefits 
 
Monitoring all CCTV cameras on one system 
Easier to retrieve footage 
Coverage with new cameras in vulnerable areas 
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